Abstract. We present a biequivariant version of Kremnizer-Tanisaki localization theorem for quantum D-modules. We also obtain an equivalence between a category of finitely generated equivariant modules over a quantum group and a category of finitely generated modules over a q-W algebra which can be regarded as an equivariant quantum group version of Skryabin equivalence. The biequivariant localization theorem for quantum D-modules together with the equivariant quantum group version of Skryabin equivalence yield an equivalence between a certain category of quantum biequivariant D-modules and a category of finitely generated modules over a q-W algebra.
Introduction
Let G be a complex simple connected simply connected algebraic group with Lie algebra g, B a Borel subgroup of G, b the Lie algebra of B. Denote by U (g) the universal enveloping algebra of g. Let λ be a weight of g, M λ the Verma module over g with highest weight λ with respect to the system of positive roots of the pair (g, b). Denote by I λ the annihilator of M λ in U (g), and let U (g) λ = U (g)/I λ . note that I λ is generated by a maximal ideal of the center Z(U (g)) of U (g) which is the kernel of a character χ λ : Z(U (g)) → C. By the celebrated Beilinson-Bernstein theorem, if λ is regular dominant then the category of U (g) λ -modules is equivalent to the category of modules over the sheaf D This result was generalized to the case of quantum groups in [1, 25] . The main observation used in [1] is that D λ can be regarded as a quantization of the λ-twisted cotangent bundle T * (G/B) λ which a symplectic leaf in the quotient (T * G)/B of the symplectic variety T * G, equipped with the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle, by the Hamiltonian action induced by the B-action by right translations on G. Note that λ naturally gives rise to a character λ : b → C, and T * (G/B) λ corresponds to the value λ ∈ b * of the moment map µ : T * G → b * for the B-action, T * (G/B) λ = µ −1 (λ)/B. Using this observation at the quantum level one can replace the category of D λ G/B -modules with a category D λ B of modules over the sheaf of differential operators D G on G which are equivariant with respect to a left B-action. Objects of this category are D G -modules M equipped with the structure of B-modules in such a way that the action map D G ⊗ M → M is a morphism of B-modules, where the action of B on D G is induced by the action on G by right translations, and the differential of the action of B on M coincides with the action of the Lie algebra b on the tensor product M ⊗ C λ , where b acts on M via the natural embedding b → D G , and C λ is the one-dimensional representation of b corresponding to the character λ. The Beilinson-Bernstein localization theorem for equivariant D G -modules was already formulated in [2] (see also [13] for some further details).
Note that T * G is naturally equipped with a G-action induced by the G-action by left translations on G. This action also preserves the canonical symplectic structure on T * G and commutes with the right B-action. Hence it induces a Hamiltonian G-action on (T * G)/B and on all its symplectic leaves. In particular, the natural G-action on T * (G/B) λ is Hamiltonian. One can restrict this action to various subgroups of G. Let N be such a subgroup with Lie algebra n equipped with a character χ : n → C. Similarly to the case of B-equaivariant D G -modules one can consider the category λ − mod of equivariant (g, N )-modules on which the center Z(U (g)) acts by the character χ λ . This category is defined similarly to the category D λ B . Its objects are left g-modules V equipped with the structure of left N -modules in such a way that the action map g ⊗ V → V is a morphism of N -modules, where the action of N on g is induced by the adjoint representation, and the differential of the action of N on V coincides with the action of the Lie algebra n on the tensor product V ⊗ C χ , where n acts on V via the natural embedding b → g, and C χ is the one-dimensional representation of n corresponding to the character χ.
Now let µ 1 : T * (G/B) λ → n * be the moment map corresponding to the Hamiltonian group action of N on T * (G/B) λ , and χ T * (G/B) λ = µ χ U (g) λ -modules. Such equivalence was established, for instance, in case of modules over W -algebras in [8] when the subgroup N and its character χ are chosen in such a way that χ U (g) λ is a quotient of a finitely generated W-algebra over a central ideal. In this paper we are going to obtain a similar categorial equivalence in case of q-W-algebras introduced in [23] .
The definition of q-W-algebras is given in terms of quantum groups and we shall need an analogue of Beilinson-Bernstein localization for quantum groups. First of all there is a natural analogue of the algebra of differential operators on G for quantum groups called the Heisenberg double D q (see [19] ). D q is a smash product of a quantum group U q (g) and of the dual Hopf algebra generated by matrix elements of finite-dimensional representations of the quantum group. Similarly to the case of Lie algebras one can consider the category of D q -modules which are equivariant, in a sense similar to the Lie algebra case, with respect to a locally finite action of a quantum group analogue U q (b + ) of the universal enveloping algebra of a Borel sublagebra, U q (b + ) being equipped with a character λ as well. The main statement of [1] is that if λ is regular dominant the category of such D q -modules is equivalent to the category of U q (g) λ -modules, where U q (g) λ = U q (g) f in /J λ , and U q (g) f in is the locally finite part with respect to the adjoint action of the Hopf algebra U q (g) on itself, J λ is the annihilator of the Verma module with highest weight λ in U q (g) f in . In Section 8 we give a quantum group analogue of the localization theorem for the category χ N D λ B . Our construction is a straightforward generalization of the classical result. Such an easy generalization is possible because the Heisenberg double is equipped with natural analogues of the G-actions on the algebra of differential operators on G induced by left and right translations on G.
This result can be applied in case of q-W-algebras if a quantum analogue of the group N and of its character are chosen in a proper way. Appropriate subalgebras U s q (m + ) of U q (g) with characters χ s q were defined in terms of certain new realizations U s q (g) of the quantum group U q (g) associated to Weyl group elements s of the Weyl group W of g. The definition of subalgebras U s q (m + ) requires a deep study of the algebraic structure of U q (g) presented in [23] . We recall the main results of [23] in Sections 4-6. However, the definition of the category of U f in also becomes more complicated comparing to the one suggested in [23] . The use of the locally finite part U s q (g) f in is related to the fact that U s q (g) f in is a deformation of the algebra of regular functions on the algebraic group G which follows from Proposition 5.5. Implicitly this result is also contained in [11] .
The most difficult part of our construction is the proof of the equivalence between the category of finitely generated modules over U s q (g) f in equivariant over U s q (m + ) and the category of finitely generated modules over the corresponding q-W-algebra W s q (G) which can be regarded as an equivariant version of Skryabin equivalence for quantum groups (see Appendix to [15] ). We use the idea of the proof of a similar fact for W-algebras as it appears in [10] . However, technical difficulties in case of quantum groups become obscure. Our proof is presented in Section 7. It heavily relies on the behavior of all ingredients of the construction in the classical limit q → 1. In particular, the key step is to use the cross-section theorem for the action of a unipotent algebraic subgroup N ⊂ G on a subvariety of G obtained in [22] . Let U (m + ) be q = 1 specialization of the U s q (m + ). The cross-section theorem implies in particular that as a U (m + )-module the q = 1 specialization of any with central character χ λ . This equivalence together with the equivariant Skryabin equivalence for quantum groups yield an equivalence between a category of finitely generated modules over D q equivariant with respect to a U q (b + )-action and to a U s q (m + )-action and the category of finitely generated modules over the quotient W s q (G) λ of the corresponding q-W-algebra W s q (G) by a central ideal. This agrees with the general philosophy that W s q (G) λ , or more generally W s q (G), can be regarded as a quantization of the algebra of regular functions on a reduced Poisson manifold. In case of the algebra W s q (G) the corresponding manifold is an algebraic group analogue of Slodowy slices associated to Weyl group element s (see Theorem 6.4). Such slices transversal to conjugacy classes in G were defined in [22] . Acknowledgement The author is grateful to Y. Kremnizer for useful discussions.
Notation
Fix the notation used throughout the text. Let G be a connected finite-dimensional complex simple Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g and let ∆ be the set of roots of (g, h). Let α i , i = 1, . . . , l, l = rank(g) be a system of simple roots, ∆ + = {β 1 , . . . , β N } the set of positive roots. Let H 1 , . . . , H l be the set of simple root generators of h.
Let a ij be the corresponding Cartan matrix, and let d 1 , . . . , d l be coprime positive integers such that the matrix b ij = d i a ij is symmetric. There exists a unique non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form (, ) on g such that (H i , H j ) = d −1 j a ij . It induces an isomorphism of vector spaces h ≃ h * under which α i ∈ h * corresponds to d i H i ∈ h. We denote by α ∨ the element of h that corresponds to α ∈ h * under this isomorphism. The induced bilinear form on h * is given by (α i , α j ) = b ij . Let W be the Weyl group of the root system ∆. W is the subgroup of GL(h) generated by the fundamental reflections s 1 , . . . , s l ,
The action of W preserves the bilinear form (, ) on h. We denote a representative of w ∈ W in G by the same letter. For w ∈ W, g ∈ G we write w(g) = wgw −1 . For any root α ∈ ∆ we also denote by s α the corresponding reflection.
For every element w ∈ W one can introduce the set ∆ w = {α ∈ ∆ + : w(α) ∈ −∆ + }, and the number of the elements in the set ∆ w is equal to the length l(w) of the element w with respect to the system Γ of simple roots in ∆ + .
Let b + be the positive Borel subalgebra and b − the opposite Borel subalgebra; let n + = [b + , b + ] and n − = [b − , b − ] be their nilradicals. Let H = exp h, N + = exp n + , N − = exp n − , B + = HN + , B − = HN − be the Cartan subgroup, the maximal unipotent subgroups and the Borel subgroups of G which correspond to the Lie subalgebras h, n + , n − , b + and b − , respectively.
We identify g and its dual by means of the canonical invariant bilinear form. Then the coadjoint action of G on g * is naturally identified with the adjoint one. We also identify n + * ∼ = n − , b + * ∼ = b − . Let g β be the root subspace corresponding to a root β ∈ ∆, g β = {x ∈ g|[h, x] = β(h)x for every h ∈ h}. g β ⊂ g is a one-dimensional subspace. It is well known that for α = −β the root subspaces g α and g β are orthogonal with respect to the canonical invariant bilinear form. Moreover g α and g −α are non-degenerately paired by this form.
Root vectors X α ∈ g α satisfy the following relations:
Note also that in this paper we denote by N the set of nonnegative integer numbers, N = {0, 1, . . .}.
Quantum groups
In this paper we shall consider various specializations of the standard Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group U h (g) defined over the ring of formal power series C [[h] ], where h is an indeterminate. We follow the notation of [6] .
Let V be a C[[h]]-module equipped with the h-adic topology. This topology is characterized by requiring that {h n V | n ≥ 0} is a base of the neighborhoods of 0 in V , and that translations in V are continuous.
A topological Hopf algebra over
]-Hopf algebra (see [6] , Definition 4.3.1), the algebraic tensor products entering the axioms of the Hopf algebra are replaced by their completions in the h-adic topology. Let µ, ı, ∆, ε, S be the multiplication, the unit, the comultiplication, the counit and the antipode of A, respectively.
The standard quantum group U h (g) associated to a complex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g is a topological Hopf algebra over C[[h]] topologically generated by elements
. . , l, subject to the following defining relations:
where
with comultiplication defined by
antipode defined by
We shall also use the weight-type generators
and the elements L i = e hYi . The Hopf algebra U h (g) is a quantization of the standard bialgebra structure on g in the sense that U h (g)/hU h (g) = U (g), ∆ h = ∆ (mod h), where ∆ is the standard comultiplication on U (g), and
Here δ : g → g ⊗ g is the standard cocycle on g, and ∆
Here X ±β ∈ g ±β are root vectors of g. The element r + ∈ g ⊗ g is called a classical r-matrix. U h (g) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, i.e. there exists an invertible element R ∈ U h (g) ⊗ U h (g), called a universal R-matrix, such that
We recall an explicit description of the element R. Firstly, one can define root vectors of U h (g) in terms of a braid group action on U h (g) (see [6] ). Let m ij , i = j be equal to 2, 3, 4, 6 if a ij a ji is equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. The braid group B g associated to g has generators T i , i = 1, . . . , l, and defining relations
for all i = j, where there are m ij T 's on each side of the equation. B g acts by algebra automorphisms of U h (g) as follows:
Recall that an ordering of a set of positive roots ∆ + is called normal if all simple roots are written in an arbitrary order, and for any three roots α, β, γ such that γ = α + β we have either α < γ < β or β < γ < α.
For any reduced decomposition w 0 = s i1 . . . s iD of the longest element w 0 of the Weyl group W of g the ordering
is a normal ordering in ∆ + , and there is a one-to-one correspondence between normal orderings of ∆ + and reduced decompositions of w 0 (see [27] ).
Fix a reduced decomposition w 0 = s i1 . . . s iD of w 0 and define the corresponding root vectors in
The root vectors X + β satisfy the following relations:
where for α ∈ ∆ + we put (X
]-subalgebras of U h (g) topologically generated by the X + i , by the X − i and by the H i , respectively. For any α ∈ ∆ + one has X ± α ∈ U h (n ± ). An explicit expression for R may be written by making use of the q-exponential
in terms of which the element R takes the form:
where the product is over all the positive roots of g, and the order of the terms is such that the α-term appears to the left of the β-term if α > β with respect to the normal ordering of ∆ + . The r-matrix r + = 1 2 h −1 (R − 1 ⊗ 1) (mod h), which is the classical limit of R, coincides with the classical r-matrix (3.1).
One can calculate the action of the comultiplication on the root vectors X ± β k in terms of the universal R-matrix. For instance for ∆ h (X
Realizations of quantum groups associated to Weyl group elements
Our main objects of study are certain specializations of realizations of quantum groups associated to Weyl group elements. Let s be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g, h), and h ′ the orthogonal complement, with respect to the Killing form, to the subspace of h fixed by the natural action of s on h. The restriction of the natural action of s on h * to the subspace h ′ * has no fixed points. Therefore one can define the Cayley transform 1+s 1−s P h ′ * of the restriction of s to h ′ * , where P h ′ * is the orthogonal projection operator onto h ′ * in h * , with respect to the Killing form. Let U s h (g) be the topological algebra over C [[h] ] topologically generated by elements e i , f i , H i , i = 1, . . . l subject to the relations: 
there exists an algebra isomorphism ψ {n} : U s h (g) → U h (g) defined by the formulas:
The general solution of equation (4.1) is given by
where s ij = s ji . The algebra U s h (g) is called the realization of the quantum group U h (g) corresponding to the element s ∈ W . Now we recall the definition of certain normal orderings of root systems associated to Weyl group elements introduced in [23] . These orderings will play a crucial role in the definition of q-W-algebras.
Let s be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g, h). By Theorem C in [5] Moreover, there is a normal ordering of the root system ∆ + such that
with respect to this normal ordering. The length of the ordered segment ∆ m+ ⊂ ∆,
is equal to
where D is the number of roots in ∆ + , l(s) is the length of s and D 0 is the number of positive roots fixed by the action of s.
The system of positive roots ∆ + equipped with the normal ordering as in the previous proposition is called the normally ordered system of positive roots associated to the (conjugacy class of) the Weyl group element s ∈ W . Let ∆ 0 = {α ∈ ∆|s(α) = α}, and Γ the set of simple roots in ∆ + . We shall need the parabolic subalgebra p of g associated to the subset Γ 0 = Γ ∆ 0 of simple roots. Let n and l be the nilradical and the Levi factor of p, respectively. Note that we have natural inclusions of Lie algebras p ⊃ b + ⊃ n, where b + is the Borel subalgebra of g corresponding to the system Γ of simple roots, and ∆ 0 is the root system of the reductive Lie algebra l. We also denote by n the nilpotent subalgebra opposite to n. The linear subspace of g generated by the root vectors
We shall construct analogues of root vectors for U s h (g). It is convenient to introduce an operator K ∈ End h defined by (4.6) 
For any solution of equation (4.1) and any normal ordering of the root system ∆ + the elements
Let ∆ + be the system of positive roots associated to s. Let e β ∈ U s h (n + ), β ∈ ∆ + be the root vectors constructed with the help of the normal ordering of ∆ + associated to s.
Then elements e β ∈ U
, where m + is the Lie subalgebra of g generated by the root vectors X α , α ∈ ∆ m+ . The realizations U s h (g) of the quantum group U h (g) are connected with quantizations of some nonstandard bialgebra structures on g. At the quantum level changing bialgebra structure corresponds to the so-called Drinfeld twist (see [23] , Section 4).
where P h ′ ⊥ is the orthogonal projection operator onto the orthogonal complement h ′ ⊥ to h ′ in h with respect to the Killing form, and the antipode S s (x) given by
Then U s h (g) becomes a quasitriangular topological Hopf algebra with the universal R-matrix R s ,
where P h ′ is the orthogonal projection operator onto h ′ in h with respect to the Killing form. The element R s may be also represented in the form
Note that the Hopf algebra U s h (g) is a quantization of the bialgebra structure on g defined by the cocycle
where r
, and r + is given by (3.1). Using formula (3.6) and Proposition 4.3 in [23] one can also easily find that
We shall actually need not the algebras U s h (g) themselves but some their specializations defined over certain rings and over the field of complex numbers. They are similar to the rational form, the restricted integral form and to its specialization for the standard quantum group U h (g). The motivations of the definitions given below will be clear in Section 5. The results below are slight modifications of similar statements for U h (g), and we refer to [6] , Ch. 9 for the proofs.
We start with the observation that by the results of Section 7 in [23] the numbers (4.11)
are rational, p ij ∈ Q. Denote by d the smallest integer number divisible by all the denominators of the rational numbers
The defining relations for the algebra U s q (g) are (4.12)
Note that by the choice of d we have
], where i = 1, . . . , l, r is the maximal number k i that appears in the right-hand sides of formulas (3.4) for various α and β. U s A (g) is the subalgebra in U s q (g) generated over A by the elements t
The most important for us is the specialization U 
i , e i , f i , i = 1, . . . , l subject to relations (4.12) where q = ε. The algebra U s A (g) has a similar description. The elements t i are central in the algebra U s 1 (g), and the quotient of U s 1 (g) by the two-sided ideal generated by t i − 1 is isomorphic to U (g). Note that none of the subalgebras of U s h (g) introduced above is quasitriangular. As usual, one can define highest weight, Verma and finite-dimensional modules for all forms and specializations of the quantum group U s h (g) introduced above (see [23] , Section 7). For the solution n ij = 1 2dj c ij to equations (4.1) the root vectors e β , f β belong to all the above introduced subalgebras of U h (g), and one can define analogues of root vectors for them in a similar way. From now on we shall assume that the solution to equations (4.1) is fixed as above, n ij = 
, respectively, and the products e r t s f t form a basis of U s q (g) (see [23] , Section 7). We shall also use quantum analogues of Borel subalgebras U
. By specializing the above constructed basis for q = ε we obtain a similar basis and similar subalgebras for U
be the subalgebras of U s A (g) generated by the e i and by the f i , i = 1, . . . , l, respectively. Using the root vectors e β and f β we can construct a basis of U s A (g). Namely, the elements e r , f t for r, t ∈ N N form bases of U
, respectively. The elements
A (g) generated by those elements and by t ±1 i , i = 1, . . . , l. Then multiplication defines an isomorphism of A modules:
is a little bit more difficult to describe. We do not need its explicit description (see [6] , Proposition 9.3.3 for details).
Finally we discuss an obvious analogue of the subalgebra
By the results of [23] , Section 7 the elements e r = e 
, where m + is the Lie subalgebra of g generated by the root vectors X α , α ∈ ∆ m+ . By specializing q to a particular value q = ε one can obtain a subalgebra U
s A (g) and U s ε (g) can be equipped with remarkable filtrations such that the associated graded algebras are almost commutative (see [7] ). For r, t ∈ N D define the height of the element u r,t,t = e r tf t , t ∈ U s q (h) as follows ht (u r,t,t ) =
where ht β i is the height of the root β i . Introduce also the degree of u r,t,t by
Equip N 2D+1 with the total lexicographic order and denote by (U s q (g)) k the span of elements u r,t,t with d(u r,t,t ) ≤ k in U s q (g). Then Proposition 1.7 in [7] implies that (U s q (g)) k is a filtration of U s q (g) such that the associated graded algebra is the associative algebra over C(q) with generators e α , f α , α ∈ ∆ + , t ±1 i , i = 1, . . . l subject to the relations (4.13)
e α e β = q (α,β)+(
Such algebras are called semi-commutative. A similar result holds for the algebras U s ε (g) and U s A (g).
Quantized algebras of regular functions on Poisson-Lie groups and q-W algebras
First we recall some notions concerned with Poisson-Lie groups (see [6] , [9] , [16] , [19] ). These facts will be used for the study of q-W algebras.
Let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group equipped with a Poisson bracket, g its Lie algebra. G is called a Poisson-Lie group if the multiplication G × G → G is a Poisson map. A Poisson bracket satisfying this axiom is degenerate and, in particular, is identically zero at the unit element of the group. Linearizing this bracket at the unit element defines the structure of a Lie algebra in the space T * e G ≃ g * . The pair (g, g * ) is called the tangent bialgebra of G. Lie brackets in g and g * satisfy the following compatibility condition: This condition is symmetric with respect to exchange of c and f . Thus if (g, g * ) is a Lie bialgebra, then (g * , g) is also a Lie bialgebra. The following proposition shows that the category of finite-dimensional Lie bialgebras is isomorphic to the category of finite-dimensional connected simply connected Poisson-Lie groups. [9] , [16] ):
(1) g is equipped with a non-degenerate invariant scalar product (·, ·).
We shall always identify g * and g by means of this scalar product. (2) The dual Lie bracket on g * ≃ g is given by
where r ∈ End g is a skew symmetric linear operator (classical r-matrix). (3) r satisfies the modified classical Yang-Baxter identity:
Define operators r ± ∈ End g by
We shall need some properties of the operators r ± . Denote by b ± and n ∓ the image and the kernel of the operator r ± :
The classical Yang-Baxter equation implies that r ± , regarded as a mapping from g * into g, is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Moreover, r * + = −r − , and r + − r − = id. Put d = g ⊕ g (direct sum of two copies). The mapping
is a Lie algebra embedding. Thus we may identify g * with a Lie subalgebra in d. Naturally, embedding (5.4) extends to a homomorphism
We shall identify G * with the corresponding subgroup in G × G. There exists a unique right local Poisson group action
This action is called the dressing action of G on G * . Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, h ⊂ g its Cartan subalgebra. Let s ∈ W be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g, h) and ∆ + the system of positive roots associated to s. Observe that cocycle (4.9) equips g with the structure of a factorizable Lie bialgebra, where the scalar product is given by the Killing form. Using the identification End g ∼ = g ⊗ g the corresponding r-matrix may be represented as
where P + , P − and P h ′ are the projection operators onto n + , n − and h ′ in the direct sum
where h ′ ⊥ is the orthogonal complement to h ′ in h with respect to the Killing form. Let G be the connected simply connected simple Poisson-Lie group with the tangent Lie bialgebra (g, g * ), G * the dual group. Observe that G is an algebraic group (see §104, Theorem 12 in [26] ). Note also that
and hence the subspaces b ± and n ± defined by (5.3) coincide with the Borel subalgebras in g and their nilradicals, respectively. Therefore every element (L + , L − ) ∈ G * may be uniquely written as
where n ± ∈ N ± , h + = exp((
For every algebraic variety V we denote by C[V ] the algebra of regular functions on V . Our main object will be the algebra of regular functions on G * , C[G * ]. This algebra may be explicitly described as follows. Let π V be a finite-dimensional representation of G. Then matrix elements of π V (L ± ) are well-defined functions on G * , and C[G * ] is the subspace in C ∞ (G * ) generated by matrix elements of π V (L ± ), where V runs through all finite-dimensional representations of G. The elements 
are well-defined elements of U 
where 
We shall call the map p :
Now using the Hopf algebra C A ′ [G * ] we shall define quantum versions of W-algebras. From the definition of the elements q L ±,V it follows that the matrix elements of
Suppose that the positive root system ∆ + and its ordering are associated to s. Denote by
Note that one van consider n − and m ± as Lie subalgebras in g * via imbeddings 
where C ′′ (k 1 , . . . , k n ) ∈ A ′ has a zero of order 1, as a function of q, at point q = 1, and for any 
Note that by Lemma 2.2 in [12] (5.10) Adx(wz) = Adx 2 (w)Adx 1 (z).
Observe also that by definition the adjoint action introduced above is dual to a restriction of the dressing coaction of the quantization of the algebra of regular functions on the Poisson-Lie group G on the space
is also stable under the dressing coaction (see [19] , Section 3), and hence C A ′ [G * ] is stable under the adjoint action. 
On the other hand from formula (3.26) in [19] it follows that the dressing coaction on C ε [G * ] is locally cofinite, and hence the adjoint action of U
Denote by I q the left ideal in C A ′ [G * ] generated by the kernel of χ 
Assume that the roots γ 1 , . . . , γ n are simple or that the set γ 1 , . . . , γ n is empty. Then from formula (4.10) and from the definition of the normal ordering of ∆ + associated to s it follows that where 
, where I <β k is the intersection of the ideal I q and of the subalgebra in C A ′ [M − ] generated byẽ βr , 0 < β r < β k .
Recall that S 
From the last identity it obviously follows that if mv ∈ I q in C A ′ [G * ] for any m ∈ I q then v + I q is invariant with respect to the adjoint action. Now let v + I q ∈ Q A ′ , be an element which is invariant with respect to the adjoint action,
Since β 1 ∈ ∆ m+ is the first positive root in the normal ordering associated to s we have I <β1 = 0, and (5.14) implies that
We obtain from the last identity that
which is obviously possible only in case if (ẽ β1 − χ s q (ẽ β1 ))v ∈ I q , i.e. when (ẽ β1 − χ s q (ẽ β1 ))v ∈ I q . Now we proceed by induction. Assume that (ẽ βr − χ s q (ẽ βr ))v ∈ I q for 0 < β r < β k . From (5.14) we have
By the induction hypothesis I <β k v ∈ I q , and hence
Finally an argument similar to that applied in case k = 1 shows that (ẽ β k − χ s q (ẽ β k ))v ∈ I q . This establishes the induction step and proves that (5.15) (ẽ βr − χ s q (ẽ βr ))v ∈ I q for any β ∈ ∆ m+ . Since as a left ideal I q is generated by the elementsẽ βr − χ
We call the space W s q (G) equipped with the multiplication defined in the previous proposition the q-W algebra associated to (the conjugacy class of) the Weyl group element s ∈ W . Now consider the Lie algebra L A ′ associated to the associative algebra Define an action of the Lie algebra L A ′ on the space
Using Frobenius reciprocity we also have
Hence the algebra W s q (G) acts on the space
from the right by operators commuting with the natural left
. By the definition of W s q (G) this action preserves Q A ′ and by the above presented arguments it commutes with the natural left 
Denote by v 0 the image of the element 1 .17) is satisfied.
In conclusion we remark that by specializing q to a particular value ε ∈ C such that [r] εi ! = 0, ε = 0, i = 1, . . . , l, one can define a complex associative algebra
with a nontrivial character χ s ε and the corresponding W-algebra
where C ε is the trivial representation of the algebra U s ε (m + ) induced by the counit,
Obviously, for generic ε we have W
Poisson reduction and q-W algebras
In this section we shall analyze the quasiclassical limit of the algebra W s q (G). Using results of Section 9 in [23] we realize this limit algebra as the algebra of functions on a reduced Poisson manifold. We assume again that the roots γ 1 , . . . , γ n are simple or that the set γ 1 , . . . , γ n is empty.
Denote by χ s the character of the Poisson subalgebra
Note that under the projection p : 
, and the Poisson bracket in W s (G) takes the form {(x+I), (y+I)} = {x, y}+I, x+I, y+I ∈ W s (G). We shall also write Indeed, recall that according to (5.5) any element (L + , L − ) ∈ G * may be uniquely written as
Formula (5.5) and decomposition of N − into products of one-dimensional subgroups corresponding to roots also imply that every element L − may be represented in the form
where the product over roots is taken in the same order as in the normal ordering associated to s. Now define a map µ M+ :
where for L − given by (6.3) m − is defined as follows
and the product over roots is taken in the same order as in the normally ordered segment ∆ m+ . By definition µ M+ is a morphism of algebraic varieties. We also note that by definition Let u be the element defined by
where the product over roots is taken in the same order as in the normally ordered segment ∆ m+ . Denote by p : 
is an isomorphism. In particular, from (4.7) it follows that
From (6.6 ) and the definition of χ s we obtain that χ 
as follows (see also Remark 8.4 in [23] ). Denote by I u the ideal in C ∞ (G * ) generated by elements
M+ (u)) be the canonical projection. Define the action of
is a representative of ϕ such that
M+ (u)) with respect to action (6.7). The reduced Poisson algebra is naturally equipped with a Poisson structure induced from C ∞ (G * ). 
Proof. By definition µ 
on every compact subset in M − we have:
Finally observe that action (6.7) coincides with action (6.1) when restricted to regular functions, and that the image of the map q : G * → G is open in G; its closure coincides with G. Therefore
We shall realize the algebra
as the algebra of functions on a reduced Poisson manifold. In this construction we use the dressing action of the Poisson-Lie group G on G * (see e.g. Proposition 8.2 in [23] ).
Consider the restriction of the dressing action G * ×G → G * to the subgroup M + ⊂ G. Let G * /M + be the quotient of G * with respect to the dressing action of M + , π : G * → G * /M + the canonical projection. Note that the space G * /M + is not a smooth manifold. However, we will see that the subspace π(µ 
Observe that using the map q :
+ one can reduce the study of the dressing action to the study of the action of G on itself by conjugations. This simplifies many geometric problems. Consider the restriction of this action to the subgroup M + . Denote by π q : G → G/M + the canonical projection onto the quotient with respect to this action.
Next, following [23] , we explicitly describe the reduced space π q (q(µ
M+ (u))) and the algebra W s (G) assuming again that the roots γ 1 , . . . , γ n are simple or that the set γ 1 , . . . , γ n is empty. First we describe the image of the "level surface" µ −1
M+ (u) under the map q. Let X α (t) = exp(tX α ) ∈ G, t ∈ C be the one-parametric subgroup in the algebraic group G corresponding to root α ∈ ∆. Recall that for any α ∈ ∆ + and any t = 0 the element s α (t) = X −α (t)X α (−t −1 )X −α (t) ∈ G is a representative for the reflection s α corresponding to the root α. Denote by s ∈ G the following representative of the Weyl group element s ∈ W ,
where the numbers t i are defined in (6.5), and we assume that t i = 0 for any i. We shall also use the following representatives for s 1 and s
Let Z be the subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra z generated by the semisimple part m of the Levi subalgebra l and by the centralizer of s in h. Denote by N the subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra n and by N the opposite unipotent subgroup in G with the Lie algebra n. By definition we have that N + ⊂ ZN .
+ . Suppose that the numbers t i defined in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then q(µ 
M+ (u)) is invariant under conjugations by elements of M + , the conjugation action of
Assume also that the roots γ 1 , . . . , γ n are simple or the set γ 1 , . . . , γ n is empty. Then the Poisson algebra W s (G) is isomorphic to the Poisson algebra of regular functions on
Thus the algebra W 
M+ (u)) is free, and hence q(µ
Now observe that by Remark 9.5 in [23] the map
is an isomorphism. By construction the map π q : q(µ
) is a morphism of varieties. Therefore the map
M+ (u))). Finally observe that by Lemma 6.1 the algebra C[q(µ
. This completes the proof.
A similar theorem can be proved in case when the roots γ n+1 , . . . , γ l ′ are simple or the set γ n+1 , . . . , γ l ′ is empty. In that case instead of the map q : G * → G one should use another map
− L + which has the same properties as q, see [19] , Section 2. Theorem 6.4 implies that the algebra W s (G) coincides with the deformed Poisson W-algebra introduced in [22] .
In conclusion we discuss a simple property of the algebra W s ε (G) which allows to construct noncommutative deformations of coordinate rings of singularities arising in the fibers of the conjugation quotient map δ G : G → H/W generated by the inclusion
, where H is the maximal torus of G corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra h and W is the Weyl group of the pair (G, H).
Observe that each central element z ∈ Z(C ε [G * ]) obviously gives rise to an element ρ χ s ε (z) ∈ Q ε , and since z is central
The proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Theorem A h in [20] . 
gives rise to an injective homomorphism of algebras,
is a character then from Theorem 6.4 and the results of Section 6 in [22] it follows that the algebra W s ε (G)/W s ε (G)ker η can be regarded as a noncommutative deformation of the algebra of regular functions defined on a fiber of the conjugation quotient map δ G : sZN s → H/W . In particular, for singular fibers we obtain noncommutative deformations of the coordinate rings of the corresponding singularities.
Skryabin equivalence for equivariant modules over quantum groups
In this section we establish a remarkable equivalence between the category of W s ε (G)-modules and a certain category of C ε [G * ] modules. This equivalence is a quantum group counterpart of Skryabin equivalence established in the Appendix to [15] .
Let J = Ker ε| U s A ′ (m+) be the augmentation ideal of U (1) V is free as an A ′ -module. 
. From this using the fact that the elements
which is a Hopf algebra.
We shall require that (4) For any 
Note that the algebra W s q (G) naturally acts in the space of Whittaker vectors for any object V of the category Therefore wv is a Whittaker vector independent of the choice of the representative w. 
, and
Proof. First we prove that Q A ′ is an object in
. We shall prove that the adjoint action of the augmentation ideal J of U 
We claim that σ is injective. Indeed, consider the specialization σ 1 of the homomorphism σ at q = 1. The specialization of the algebra U A ′ (m + ) at q = 1 is isomorphic to U (m + ), and the specialization Using the exponential map exp : 
′ -free and A ′ has no zero divisors we also have W ′ ⊂ W . Iterating this process we deduce that any element w ∈ W can be represented in the form w = (q 1 2d − 1) B w ′ , w ′ ∈ W with arbitrary large B ∈ N which is possible only in case when W = 0. Therefore σ is injective.
Thus
) the action of J on which is locally nilpotent. Therefore the action of J on Q A ′ is locally nilpotent as well.
We conclude that for any finitely generated W s q (G)-module E which is free as an A ′ -module the space Q A ′ ⊗ W s q (G) E can be equipped with the adjoint action induced by the adjoint action on Q A ′ in such a way that the compatibility condition (7.1) is satisfied. Since the adjoint action of the augmentation ideal J on Q A ′ is locally nilpotent the induced adjoint action of the augmentation ideal J on Q A ′ ⊗ W s q (G) E is locally nilpotent as well. The fact that Q A ′ is an object of the category
E is an object of the category 
This completes the proof of the fact that Q A ′ and Q A ′ ⊗ W s q (G) E are objects of the category
Obviously we also have that for any object V of the category
We also denote by
the category of C ε [G * ]-modules which are specializa-
The spaces of Whittaker vectors
, the adjoint action and the canonical map
are defined similarly to the case of modules from
We have the following obvious ε-specialization of Proposition 7.1.
Proposition 7.2. Let ε ∈ C be generic. Then for any finitely generated
The following proposition is crucial for the proof of the main statement of this paper. Proposition 7.3. Assume that the roots γ 1 , . . . , γ n (or γ n+1 , . . . , γ l ′ ) are simple or one of the sets γ 1 , . . . , γ n or γ n+1 , . . . , γ l ′ is empty. Suppose also that the numbers t i defined in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then for generic ε ∈ C Q ε is isomorphic to hom C (U 
Proof. First we show that the specialization σ ε :
First we prove that σ ε is injective. The proof will be based on the following lemma that will be also used later. Now we prove that σ ε is surjective. In order to do that we shall calculate the cohomology space of the right U s ε (m + )-module Q ε with respect to the adjoint action of U s ε (m + ), (7.4) Ext
Note that we already know that by definition
. We shall calculate the Ext functors in formula (7.5) using a deformation argument which is based on upper semicontinuity of cohomology functor with respect to base ring localizations discovered by Grothendieck (see for instance [28] , Theorem 1.2 for the formulation of this principle suitable for our purposes). Let X
• be a complex of finitely generated free modules over a ring k, X • A ′ will be filtered by finitely generated free modules. Therefore Grothendieck upper semicontinuity of cohomology together with the property of the specialization of our complex at q = 1 imply vanishing property (7.5) .
To construct the complex X
• A ′ we first recall the definition of the standard bar resolution of an associative algebra A over a ring k regarded as an A − A-bimodule (see [29] , Ch. 9, §6),
where a 0 , . . . , a n+1 ∈ A. Now observe that if one introduces degrees of elements of U 
The induced filtration of the submodule Q A ′ has components which are free A ′ -modules of finite rank. By construction the action of U Proof. First observe that the algebra U s A ′ (m + ) is Notherian and ideal J satisfies the so-called weak Artin-Rees property, i.e. for every finitely generated left U s A ′ (m + )-module M and its submodule N there exists an integer n > 0 such that J n M N ⊂ JN . Indeed, observe that the algebra U s A ′ (m + ) can be equipped with a filtration similar to that introduced in Section 4 on the algebra U s q (g) in such a way that the associated graded algebra is finitely generated and semi-commutative (see (4.13) ). The fact that U s A ′ (m + ) is Notherian follows from the existence of the filtration on it for which the associated graded algebra is semi-commutative and from Theorem 4 in Ch. 5, §3 in [31] (compare also with Theorem 4.8 in [33] ). The ideal J satisfies the weak Artin-Rees property because the subring U 
